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About This Game
First off: Duel Jousting was created with love, and all assets are custom.

• 5 Game Modes (Standard, Duel, Arena, Retro, Local CO-OP)
• Standard mode consists of maps with stages, many new maps unlock as you beat stages in any one map (50 stages)
• Arena Mode is survival with waves of enemies that get thrown at you repeatedly, and get harder each wave, major leveling up
and money is to be won here (you can unlock more Arena maps as well)
• Retro Mode is a fun and simple 16-Bit Mode (Powerups disabled, class system replaces it)
• CO-OP allows you to play with your Friends in almost every game mode except "Duel Mode"
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• Duel Mode is a special mode with special rules: Each time you enter and are a different level you will be matched with an
enemy at your level. Duel mode can only be done once per level since rewards are so high.
• In Game money shop where you can buy power-ups, weapons and armor, and many other goods.
• Level up with RPG stats and make your character powerful. (Level cap is 20 right now)
• Over a dozen Power-ups that randomly drop from the sky and help you win the battle.
• Customize your Jouster in the character customizer, change your dragons skin, suit up armor, etc.
• Achievements unlock in game rewards.
• Xbox controller support (FULL)

• New content is added with updates

As you play any game mode, destroying enemies will give experience points, then you will level up and become faster on
ground, air, and have an increased attack and defense (FULL RPG STAT SYSTEM, *refer to screenshots)
Customizing your dragon is fun, and makes you look amazing. But it's not all about looks, the armor gives defense boosts.
Currently there is a 4 tier armor system.
The shop is fully setup with tons of items to help you on your way, and is expandable, most importantly it is NOT A REAL
CASH SHOP.
Over a dozen powerups randomly drop from the sky that aid the player in battle. Each time you play any stage or powerup
supporting game mode, you never know when or where they will drop.
20+ achievements available
Every green egg is worth 2000 points, which adds to your High Score of that particular map, reaching a certain High Score in
any map will unlock rewards, but it is not the only way to unlock many things.
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After 5000 points you get+1 life after 10,000 points gained you get +1 life again (this is to help in higher stages and end game
content)
"The Hunter" a special AI enemy appears randomly from the green eggs if you do not get them in time, they will chase you
down, but killing them yields reward
Once you get reduced to 1 life, your dragon loses its jouster, but your dragon can still bite the enemies
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Title: Duel Jousting
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
ShadowInk Designs
Publisher:
ShadowInk Designs
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2017
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP SP2
Processor: Dual Core
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: 1024 MB
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 160 MB available space
Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c - compliant sound card

English
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duel combat inflatable jousting game. duel jousting. joust duel tier list
I have bought this for Tripwire Interactive who made this awesome game 'Killing Floor! :Dosh:
If you like this game, buy this DLC for support :Dosh: the 'Tripwire Interactive' and the 'Killing Floor'. :Dosh:
Sincerely, @Atlaimond [HUN] :spacepony:. Excellent game when you want to waste some time 11/10. Build Vehicles to
accomplish objectives. Get as weird with it as you want. I won't tell anyone. 7/10. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing garbage!
Unfinished buggy, and completely broken. Even if it were finished it would still be unplayable state, this is one of the failures
that gives early access a bad name!. This player in no way can replace or improve the functionality and library control of
JRIVER even MPC .... codec control sucks.. does not work properly or is just outright missing ... for playback of PASSTHROUGH M2TS files or lossless .iso image files of my HD collection. And even in the mess of the program, It does do this,
then it in no way makes anything any easier like it said it does.... Oh stop using multiple programs to run music and movies and
photos... Get it all under one roof....HA!.... i;M GOING TO BE STICKING WITH MPC (FREE) AND JRIVER $99 superior
audio playback and organization with all codecs for serious digital lossless media libraries....mine going over 1300 movie titles
blu ray and better and 30k plus audio lossless tracks .. a solid program with great library layout is paramount.... this is not. This
game is a classic in the regards of Military Simulators.
Many other reviewers rate this game poorly based on how well it aged, and I believe that the game aged quite well. The graphics;
although considerably dated do try their best to stay in modern time with the specific artstyle. The gameplay although linear and
complicated, is quite fun if you're looking for a gritty realism-strategy game. The game was, and still is meant to simulate squad
based combat in which you are to move your squadron around an urban warfare setting. Many others have complained about it
not working on Windows 10, however I have had no problems with it whatsoever.
If you want to spend the $10 on this game, then feel free to. It's a great game and it's fun to play and so satisfying when you
finally get past the enemies blocking you from your objective.. Not my cup of tea.
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Love relics games and DoW2 is no exception, but this is not worth \u00a37 by far im afraid.. awsome, can't wait for the full
game.. Stuck on the tutorial level because there's no indicators on where to go other than finding some flowers, I don't see any
flowers, what ****ing flowers?
After hearing so much good about this game, what a disappointment.. You control sperm fighting its way to Conception.
Beacuse why not.. I seriously don't understand all the recommendations this game's getting. Yes, the dev is still involved, but the
game isn't fun. At least not yet. Be willing to just sit and look at the computer play the game once you've made land and put up a
few buildings. The game's default save directory is the document's folder. Just avoid until it's out of beta and then take another
look.. Stale / nonexistent memes.
Stale Gameplay.
Ok graphics.
from a fan of idlers, stay away from this one :D. Meh, this is not a game with reachable achievements but rather achievements
with a bit of nonsense around it. Avoid this crap.. Instant purchase! This series has one of the most unique art styles of any game
series!. First of all, I want to make it clear that I do like this route as it has some very nice scenery and it is typically based in the
1960's BR Green era although I do have the BR Blue pack which includes scenarios for this route that I will cover this in
another review for that pack. The route comes with a Class 25, Class 08, Class 37, Class 101 and also a Class 105 all in BR
Green as I bought the bundle deal that included the Class 105. Most of the trains are reasonably good and they are quite fun to
drive on the whole. However the Class 105 does have its bugs as the AWS warning "sunflower" does not work properly and I
have SPAD a couple of times because of this as it should only show up as black and yellow when the home signal is showing
"danger". The only other option is to drive at cautionary speed and assume that all signals are at "danger" until you can get a
clear view of the signal which isn't practical if you wish to keep to time. Especially in the pathetic career (arcade) mode.
The scenarios are the real killer for this addon because they are not balanced and their is no way you can keep to time on some
of them without breaking the speed limit. Oh and as for the "Game Over" upon a SPAD in career mode. I thought this supposed
to be a "Train Simulator", not some silly arcade derived game you would expect to find in an amusement arcade. The only thing
missing in career mode is the "Insert Coin" message lol.
Apart from the career mode scenarios which are a joke to say it nicely and the bugs with some of the trains included such as
weak brakes and an improper working AWS display in the Class 105. It is a nice route and I would have given this a neutral
rating if I could. But because of the negative experiences with the career mode scenarios. I feel that they kill an otherwise a
excellent product, so unfortunately its a thumbs down from me :(. If these issues are fixed with the AWS display in the Class
105 and the weak brakes on the Class 37, we could play the scenarios properly.
Good Points:
Nice scenery
Great route to drive on
Decent Trains on the whole.
Bad Points:
Unbalanced Career Mode Scenarios
Bugs with the AWS display on the Class 105
Weak Brakes on some of the trains.
Overall Rating: 6\/10.
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